identifying interesting moments of discontinuity is not the same as understanding what categories were at stake, and indexing the subjects of document content is not the same as understanding how they fit together. To use an example from the print world: scholarly books often have indices that list important names, places, and ideas discussed therein, and the digital tools today have allowed us to create indices for collections of document for which no card catalog exists. But for the purposes of understanding a book's organization and orientation, reading a book's index is less instructive than reading a table of contents.
Moreover, a table of contents typically reveals tension as well as organization: different parts of the book propose ideas, data or methods that contrast with each other, and ideally the tension is typically resolved through some argument by the book's end.
This article offers a method for creating an overview through the "nesting" of topics, a model process for interpreting better how larger and smaller discourses "fit" together in the historical ontology represented by an archive. A nesting process offers a way of annotating a topic model so as to reveal patterns implicit in the topic model. As this article will show, nesting offers the promise of not merely indexing, but also generalizing about different major categories that the body of documents discusses and how they are related to each other.
Topic modeling itself is an unsupervised form of machine learning invented in the early 2000s to aggregate content from large collections of documents. Since its inception, the technique been applied to an enormous array of text-focused scholarly work, from the sociological sorting of arrest records in Los Angeles to the indexing of Thomas Jefferson's letters. In history, topic modeling has been applied to studying urban world-views through newspapers and tracking advertisements for freed slaves, as well as categorizing the censored articles in the French Encylopédie.
Yet the index provided by topic modeling does not, on its face, provide an aid to synthesizing some historical truth about a large body of documents, and even topic-distance measurements, while 1 2 3 revealing similarities and likenesses in the topic model, fail to reveal the ontological and epistemological hierarchies and tensions at stake in a corpus.
In the project described in this article, topic modeling was applied to the nineteenth-century debates of Great Britain's House of Commons and House of Lords, colloquially known as Hansard. The accuracy of Hansard's record of any particular speech is contested (verbatim reporting was not entirely accurate until the twentieth century). Nonetheless, Hansard offers a convenient vehicle for digital study, made freely available for at least a decade now, and already the subject of several publications in political science and historical linguistics. Because of the wealth of British historical studies of the period, Hansard also offers a high standard for testing claims about the usefulness of any particular digital process; the vast literature on nineteenth-century political, social, and cultural history, which has already revealed so much about the the implicit debates and identities governing the flow of events, partially through the success of the "linguistic turn" of historical scholarship about politics in the 1990s. Stories found by digital means are often recognizable by a trained scholar, and new findings can be easily identified.
The size of the parliamentary archive-a million speeches and a quarter billion words-makes the parliamentary debates an ideal subject for digital investigation. It would be nearly impossible for a single researcher to apply close reading to parliamentary debate to understand how categories of property and ownership evolved in the course of debate, a fact that has long made property law the subject of intellectual biography rather than horizontal reading.
With tools that direct the researcher to both unpacking overarching context and identifying local events, however, the possibilities for studying historical dynamics increases immensely. The specific nesting process described in this article offers an aid to moving from indexing towards generalization, helping the scholar to identify a variety of possible categories in the text from 4 5 6 the large-scale to the small-scale, and to make inferences about how those categories are related to each other. Nesting takes advantage of the scalar dimension of topic modeling: the fact that a 4-topic model or a 500-topic model may be made of the same discourse, and that these topics should necessarily have a hierarchical relationship with each other. The result of this process, ideally, is a more informed interpretation of the scholarly context offered by the corpus, as well as a keen sense for particular parts of the archive where abstract categories are in tension, for instance, particular parts of the corpus where political categories elide into emotional or rhetorical ones. Theorizing that the nesting might reveal an implicit structure to parliamentary discourse and ideas otherwise obscured from the topic model, a topic model was run on Hansard at four different scales: once asking the computer for four topics, once with 20, another time with 100, and finally with 500 topics.
To illuminate how the topic overview can demonstrate previously invisible connections, this article will turn to the example of Charles Stewart Parnell and Irish tenant radicalism in the 1880s. As the research presented below will show, radicals insisted on importance of "fair rent" in the 1880s, lobbying for measures related to rent control and expropriation of colonizers' property.
The very same practices used to defend these ideals-the tactics of obstruction and the language of fairness-were later deployed against Irish Home Rule within a few decades. By the 1900s, Conservatives regularly cut off Irish speakers with resort to the importance of "fair play" in parliamentary procedure.
The nesting process helps the scholar to distinguish overarching ideas about property-which remained more or less steady over the entire period-from temporary fads and events in property law. The grand overview of context, at the higher levels of abstraction, can be distinguished and compared to event, agency, and action at the lower levels of detail. Applied in detail to parliamentary debates, studying topic structure promises to reveal connections between high ideals and universal principles, on the higher levels, and rhetoric or tactics deployed as part of a debate. Nesting is comparable to other processes for talking about topic similarity, for example measuring topic distance, which are useful for understanding clusters of discourses that share overlapping language. In a t-SNE-based measurement of topic distance in Hansard, a cluster indeed emerges of related debates about fixed rents, crofters, the compensation of tenants for improvements to their land, the valuation of taxes, the valuation of fair rents, about eviction, the valuation of estates, and discussions of eviction, probably because these discourses share a common lexicon of acreage, rates, improvement, tenancy, and rent. Smaller-scale topics, ranging from 0.1%-8% of debate, represent issues that were relatively less prominent in parliamentary debateand thus only visible at a smaller scale of modeling. We theorize that a smaller scale in terms of topic defines issues whose politics only involved a minority of MPs, for instance, setting freight rates for the railways; which involved minor branches of British government, for instance the Metropolitan Police, or that concerned parliamentary attention for a short period of time, for instance the Queen Caroline Affair. The process of comparing scales allows a scholar to contemplate the relationship of discourse to institution, ontology, and periodization. A scholar-prepared nested topic model was made by modeling the debates of Hansard, 1800 Hansard, -1910 , and 500 topics, which we have labeled the "trunk", "bough", and "branch topics." The trunk corresponds to the most abstract version of topic-modeling, where the computer has classified debates in only four categories, which loosely correspond to the rhetoric of parliament, empire, revenue, and expenditure-wide domains of parliamentary concern at their most generic level. As the nested topic model branches out from the trunk towards the stem and leaves, it becomes more detailed, until individual topics refer not to general processes but rather to particular principles (for instance, property law), ongoing debates (for instance, fox hunting), or events (as this paper explains below).
In the first iteration, the hierarchy was created by hand, based on the repetition of keywords in the top 20 words most relevant to a topic (for instance, "pay" in the "Revenue and Expenditure" trunk and in the "Landlords, tenants, and property questions" bough), or because of seeming overlap of content (for instance, "price" in the "Customs and Corn Laws" bough). Based on a naive reading of the topic hierarchy, property appears to be most closely related to taxation rather than to questions of empire. At the level of trunk and bough topics, land appears closely related to discussions of taxation, nationhood, and Ireland, mirroring a familiar imperial discourse where revenue and political economy predominated.
Three property terms ("land," "tenant", and "landlord") rank within the 20 most significant terms of the tax revenue topic itself.
The nested topic model allows us to distinguish particular subgenres of concern with land that would be less universally relevant to MP's across the century and more particular to certain time periods, institutions, and issues. The subcategories of landholding that appear within this model are three: "taxes paid to the exchequer," "landlords, tenants, and property questions," and "customs and the corn laws." Indeed, nineteenth-century historians are familiar with three very different debates about local taxation, the role of tenants and landlords in improving the agrarian economy, and free trade and the price of bread, each of which invoked a similar lexicon ("land", "country", "tax", "tenant", "landlord") within the context of very different ideas. The bough topic, "landlords, tenants, and property questions," in turn splits into three branch topics: "improvement and rent as regulated by parliament," or a discussion about parliament's duty to encourage the upward or downward tendency of rent; "hunting", a treatment of deer parks and game laws, and "the tithe," on the payment of land taxes to the church. Again, the debates are familiar to a historian: a seventeenth-century conversation about landlord-based improvement and the scientific economy of the agrarian estate which later became a debate over tenant-right; an eighteenth-century debate about the rights of lords and tenants to wild game from the forest, and a specifically nineteenth-century debate about the the disestablishment of the church in Ireland, which raised important questions about agricultural taxation and the ownership of church lands. hence the grouping together of topics about "the Corn Laws and agricultural prices" with debates over "unemployment and relief
works." Some preliminary observations about these categories have to do with linkages between keyword temporality and hierarchy in the nested model. The higher in topic hierarchy a term, the more pervasive it was. Where a keyword such as "improvement" appears at multiple levels of a nested topic model, it shows how a dominant ideology continued to structure new modes of thought, for instance, early-modern ideas of "improvement" and Blackstonean "property" being worked out through Mill's concept of the "magic of property" all the way through the land reforms of the 1880s and 1890s. Thus a nested topic model can be a tool for discerning longue durée persistence in ideology, contrasted against shorterterm revisions such as valuation or distress.
Machine-nesting subcategories within a hierarchy potentially provides an added layer of information. We used JS divergence to automatically detect hierarchical relationships between topics, with results very different from those in the hand-nested model. We attribute this difference to the relative significance to parliamentary expression of less-prevalent terms in the topic model, i.e., terms whose ranking fell below the 20 top keywords used in the scholarly nesting process.
Reviewing the machine-nested relationships thus has the potential to reveal hierarchies based less on ideologically dominant keywords than on rhetorical expression. Subcategories of "Landlords, Tenants, and Property Questions," according to the computer, included two subtopics that suggest the kind of formal speech frequently interjected by objectors about tenant right:
"Objections to a New Bill," and "Eulogizing the Importance of Government Time" (see figure 7) . Landlords and tenants are nowhere mentioned in the debate.
Balfour had overseen the battering-ram campaign against rentstriking Irish tenants from 1887, before executing a plan of railways and government-backed land purchase to create a peasant
proprietary.
The case of the "Landlords, Tenants, and Property" topic illustrates both the difficulty of using topics as shorthand for discourse: the "Landlords, Tenants, and Property" topic is clearly more complicated than simply discussions of land. But the topic is Bibliography Bibliography
